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Sticker shield amazon

The removable Sticker Shield windscreen is a static sticky sheet that surrounds the label or label, making it easily removable and portable from one surface to another. I've always had trouble with parking stickers. External stickers are easy to scrape during chicago winters. Internal stickers are weatherproof, but can only be removed
destructively from the windscreen. Unlike the previously reviewed Un-Du and Grip Solvent, which can supposedly easily remove stickers, Sticker Shield allows you to completely avoid hassle and preserve the label for reuse. The sheets are 4×6-inch, so if you're using smaller labels, just shrink the sheet and save the other half for another
label. Often my partner and I change cars, so it is now much easier to replace stickers with each other before going to work. Or say the child has a phenomenal sticker that he wants to put somewhere, but on a permanent basis. Whenever the time comes to remove it, there will be no need to resort to solvents or scraping. — Joel
Grossman This is sensational. The plastic has been holding perfectly for years and it is impossible to see that you have made your durable label a temporary and easily emanate item. I use Sticker Shields (it used to be called something else) for at least ten years: one for my car registration sticker and one for my state inspection sticker,
both on the front windshield. My daughter also uses one for her apartment parking sticker, and gives it to friends when she's not around town. That's what she did in college, so her friends could park on campus when she was off. It's really fun to use, kind of like magic. — Joseph Stirt 06/2/08 1 Sticker Shield® Pack (2 sheet) 2 Sticker
Shield® Packages (4 sheets) 5 Sticker Shield® Packages (10 sheets) 8 Sticker Shield® Packages (16 sheets) Acceptance of all major credit/debit cards, plus these handy payment options: All ship orders within 24 hours through the United States postal service First-Class Mail *Free shipping does not include tracking. Your order arrives
within 3 days after delivery or less. Based on USPS delivery time. Picture not available forColor:
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